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Senate Votes To Keep Union Bands For Its Dances
Ho Attempt

Ilade
THE "SHREW" PLAYS

To Dictate Policy
For All Campus

Dad's Day Encore
Nov. 0
.
18-2-

Published by the Students of the College of Wooster

The Student Senate made its

final decision last night on the
n
band ques
union or
tion. It was decided to try to
get union music for its larger
dances, but not to exclude nonunion music from its consider
ation when hiring bands for any
smaller dances it may sponsor.

WCW Hits Airwaves

After over an hour of lively discussion among the senators and from
the floor, a vote was taken on the
motion that the Senate "attempt to get
.

a

1

SFRC Discusses

College Dials

Smoker In Kauke
And Chapel Cuts

.

c

Station WCW will make its

debut on the airways this

mm

the new station to its listening
audience, with a welcome to be ex
tended by WWST, the Daily (Record
J
station in Wooster.
discusA ten minute "square-table- "
sion will be conducted by the faculty
of the speech department. Messrs.
Craig, Logan, Grissinger and Shan- ower will consider the importance of
the new radio project, spicing their
remarks with characteristic speech department humor.
Shawver Is
Shawver
will be the campus
Don
r
Monday
for one
missis
night. Popular records, interspaced
VWMMViVi'i'i'""''
with remarks by Shawver, will enterCourtesy Wooter Daily Record
tain students from 7:10 to 7:40 pjn.
Paul
and
Evans
Helen Craig, of Broadway and Hollywood fame, is shown above chatting informally with Betty
Five minutes of campus, local and
in the
nn'.wil. hoth of the "Antigone" cast Miss Craie is famous for her portrayal of the deafmute, Belinda, second
world-widnews completes the prothese actors in the
Broadway production of Johnny Belinda. Tonight the Little Theater audience will see
gram for the evening.
run.
performance of the play's
The station management has work
ed out a weekly schedule that pro
vides a large number of popular
and classical music programs. It seeks
to satisfy the desire expressed by
students for more music than can
usually be obtained immediately after
dinner.
Several weekly features are planned
to supplement the
and clas
sical music shows. Club news will be
a 15 minute program on Tuesday
by Jon Waltz
nights, under the guidance of Mickey
Director William Craig has once
Schnitzer. Wednesday, Dot Cherry will
again give Little Theatre goers a treat
- interview
leadThe Junior Class Prom will be held
YWCA
five
campus personalities, and
Wooster
Saturday
of the first water. "Antigone" is one
this Saturday from 8:30 to 11:30 p.m.
on
Thursday,
Joe Woloszanski con-of the most electrifying experiences we ers journey to Cleveland to attend the
in the gym. The dance is open to all
a
ducts
uuia. mroiwiftiui; .pn.
have ever witnessed on any stage, bar w.,
Oh in VWr.A.YMCA
students and "no corsages" is the rule.
Bower Takes Ten
mas
been
has
classic
none. Sophocles'
Stone
Matter.
Flora
at
Conference
Mr. Wilford Bower, who addressed
Judd Warstler and his union band terfully modernized to make its umely
Jerie Mitchell, Kitty Leihgeber, Kate chapel last year on the topic "Take
from Canton will provide the music interest complete.
I
The ibandji consists ofr
for the dance. m.
Helen Craig, in the role of Anu-- Gurney, Jane Matthews, and Nancy Ten," has been allotted ten minutes
.Wednesday nights. His philosophi- ten members and a vocalistgone, brings real theatre to Wooster. Clemens will represent the Wooster Y
comis
cally
tempered comments will be of.
The decoration committee
Her professional, powerful yet ar- members. Mrs. Marjory Golder will
a more serious nature than are those
posed of Joanne Windle, Sue Rogers, tistically restrained performance cre
as representative of the Adattend
to be heard on most other WCW proFid Crowe, and Dick White. The sale ated of Antigone the moving por
grams.
of tickets is under the charge of Wib traiture that the campus has so eagerly visory Board.
Two other programs have been archristy Tickets afe ?150 per couple awaited. Her every line was delivered
The conference consists of work
ranged
but are not as yet titled.
with stirring effect and her magnifi group meetings covering three princiis in charge of one
Scott
Chandler
cent stage presence and appropriate
pal phases of the Y program: music, on Wednesday nights, and Dodie
business was a joy to behold and a
worship, and recreation. Mr. Richard Grabiel supervises the other on Monguide to the other members of the
cast. It is only natural that her pro Richards, the Ohio YMCA secretary days.
The Voice learned last week that
on
increase,
the
Football injuries
fessional performance tended to em who will be remembered from his
is a rejuvenation of an idea
WCW
were
especially in intramural games,
phasize the amateurishness of some visit to the campus last year, will lead
found
that
expression at Wooster alnoted last night as the MSGA was of the other roles, but our Litle
group. Fern Babcock,
recreation
the
quarter-centurmost
a
ago. During
forced to call I off its scheduled meet Theatre actors attained a high level
National Student YWCA program di- the student years of Victor Andrew,
ing. The planned session was post of competence.
poned due to a head injury received
Before mentioning some of them, rector from New York and Elizabeth 26, a 50 watt station, was operated
by the council president, Herb Benson, however, let me say that Mr. Winford Blakesley from Oberlin are typical from Taylor Hall under physics de-The injury was incurred during a Logan, pressed into the demanding of the other outstanding leaders of partment supervision.
Forerunner Was WABW
Kenarden league game between role of Chorus due to Mr. John Bears the conference.
was
for this station, operated
It
Fourth and Fifth sections. The coun inability to be present, turned in a
Nancy Clemens, Y president, hopes
during the infant years of radio, that
cil will meet tonight in the Trustees' perfect performance.
that the delegates "will return brim
the steel "monument" was erected
room in Galpin Hall at 7 p.m.
Ridenour's Lines Tell
ming over with new ideas and
back
of Taylor. Licensed by the FCC
Moving on to the other players, we
the
forerunner
of the present station
speak first of George Ridenour's pol
call
bore
the
letters
WABW. It was
ished Creon, the tyrant. Despite the
first
the
the
in
country to report short
fact that his stooped posture did not
wavelength messages to the U. S. Naval
ruler,
bolster the idea of an
Reserve Bureau.
f
his tellingly delivered lines certainly
Campus sports events were among
succeeded
created that atmosphere. He
A complete list from the dean s
fact that around 1915 nine per cent of
Both Virginia Marker and Betty
the
programs carried by WABW. The
once cruel and yet worthy office on fall pledging was not availthe incoming students were children Jane Mitchell want to keep Wooster in in being at
staff
was called on the carpet for one
With regard able at Dress time. There will be no
and grandchildren of Wooster alumni. the family. Virginia explains, "My of a measure of sympathy.
broadcast,
however, in which they at
hetf week for the following men who
business, his main stock-in- "In recent years," he said, "this figure parents and three sisters came here. to stage
tempted to cover a square dance. It
has risen to more than 15 per cent." It's a family tradition and I want to trade seems to be a constant rippling have joined sections:
that the KrunninS of
of the scalp and raising and lowering . First Section: Don Pendell. Steve
Frosh second and third generation continue it." Speech major Betty Jane
was
ltxlt
1
nouh t0
was
of the eyebrows, but his delivery
Totten. JJud Hostettler. Third Section:
students are eager to express their gave "I liked the speech department above
nrlwpm
t
anrl lrwst
mllfn
situation
reproach
6"
Stan Tnftlp Fourth Section! Ralnh
enthusiasm about the College. Many
ecclesiastics.
on
Putting
the radio
it
Dick Oberlin, as Haemon, was ex- Faulkner, Bob Leach.
as her reason for enrolling under the
of them found . the adjustment to
was
too
going
far.
She is extend tremely successful in his role of AntiFifth Section: John Zion. Sixth Sec
college life easy because they had seen black and gold banner.
Vic Andrew carried bis ambition
He was especialgone's husband-to-be- .
tion: Marty Kleindienst, Rollie Meyers, and ability with
the campus many times before their ing her family into its third genera ly
him to graduate
competent in the stirring scene
Felix Sampson, John Mansell, Bruce school at
arrival this fall.
tion on the Hill.
the University of Chicago.
wherein he defies his powerful father,
Cunningham.
There he worked under Dr. Reginald
Wooster Wins On Its Own
Dave Digel put the sentiments of the tyrant Creon.
Burke,
Section:
Tom
Seventh
Joe
Stephenson, who is now head of the
Ismene Is Lovely
Like Dale Landis, many selected many freshmen into words when he
McConke,
Thomas,
Dick
Jay
Perry,
Wooster physics department. Building
Charlotte Fraser as Ismene is lovely,
Wooster on its merits, rather than be- said: "I enjoy the friendly, informal
Zinv
Cole,
Dick
Bob
Ferguson,
John
radio stations became a business with
and she does a good job of projecting
cause their parents are alumni. Lookatmosphere. Wooster gives you more
mer.
Andrew, who heads his own company.
role,
of
her
difficult
Antigone's
that
deing for a liberal arts school, Dale
chances to make friends because it vacillating younger sister. Paul Bush-nelocated in Chicago. Last commence-Section:
Swager,
Warren
Eighth
cided to come here because, "I liked
tightly-kni- t
have
ment he was awarded the DJSc hon- the
groups
Section:
doesn't
Visser.
Ninth
Dick
'comedy
offers
relief
from the Jack
the campus and the high scholastic
degree by his alma outer.
orary
Kaufer.
(Continued on page 4)
found in many other colleges."
standing."
fire-proofi-
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co-recreati-

non-unio-n

Mon-

day at 6:45 p.m., coming over
students radios at bbU on tne
dial.
Special feature shows are
scheduled to comprise the opening night program. Fifteen min
utes will be devoted to introduci-

n

-

ES9

For Intervieus,
Music, I7euscasls

.

non-unio-

Eve

Momcl&y

It

union Danas - tor its large aances,
namely the Dad's Day, Homecoming,
Christmas, Spring, and Color Day
Representatives of the Student-Fadances, and use its own discretion for
other dances, and make no attempt to ulty Relations Committee will meet
set a policy for the rest of the cam- with the buildings and grounds com
pus." The motion was carried by a mittee of the College to investigate
possibilities of having a smoker in
unanimous vote.
Before the meeting opened, the Lower Kauke Hall and another atSenate had tallied the results of an tempt to improve chapel attendance
opinion poll taken on the subject in will be made as a result of SFRC ac
chapel Friday morning. Of nearly tion.
800 votes, 59
were for
development is neces
A three-par- t
41
bands, and
in favor of union sary for converting the
bands. The Senate had made it clear room into a smoker, according to
before the poll was taken that it specifications of the state fire in
would not feel bound by the results
spector. This entails the laying of
of the poll, but would use them as a an asbestos tile floor, the cutting of
guide in making their decision.
another door through the south-eas- t
Petition Presented
of drapes
wall, and the
The meeting opened with the pre- every three months. After discussion
sentation of a petition circulated by by the buildings and grounds com
George Ehrhardt. He announced that mittee, further deliberation is up to
it was signed by 410 students out of the board of trustees which meets next
an estimated 600 contacted. The peti in January.
tion asserted that membership in the
Eleven Monitors Needed
AFM is no recommendation of qual
Eleven more chapel monitors must
ity, that the students have a right to
spend their money as they see fit, and be secured in order to make the pres
therefore should guard their right to ent experiment function properly,
Dean Judson Rosebush will ask for
choose freely in selecting bands.
In support of the statements made eight men to volunteer, their services
in his petition, Ehrhardt pointed out and three women will be chosen from
hat no audition was required for scholarship lists.
membership in the AFM, so that
At the recommendation of the
membership cannot be taken as an in- SFRC, the Chapel committee is to
dex to the quality of a musician's meet again to consider renovation of
work. Ehrhardt added that he had a program. Senate members expressed
list of twelve
bands aavil-abl- the hope that every member of this
in the area including Wooster, committee will help with the planOrrville, Canton, and Akron.
ning. Members include Dean of the
The question arose next as to whe- Chapel John Bates, Dean William
ther the Senate had jurisdiction over Taeusch, Miss Dorothy Mateer, and
the social activities of the clubs char- the
of the four classes.
tered under it. The senators made it
SGA's To Study Faculty Plan
clear that they had no such jurisdicAmong the directives which came
tion, nor could they legislate for these
from Tuesday's meeting is one which
organizations. Love pointed out that
turns-ovas
to the
they had tried to obtain pledges from
sociations the faculty proposal con
the presidents of the sections that they
cerning delegation of responsibility for
would abide by the Senate's decision
college property.
on this question. Hope of getting a
After studying: the faculty plan, the
uniform policy enforced by this meth
od, however, was lost when several Men's and Women's
section presidents said that they would Associations are requested to clarify
in a report to SFRC what responsibilinot abide by any Senate decision.
ties they wish to maintain for protect
Senate's 'Mandate' Considered
Whether or not the Senate should ing college property.
set a precedent by hiring AFM bands
Rules of the MSGA, particularly,
exclusively was the next question from are under attack. Recommended to go
the floor. It was felt that perhaps back under faculty jurisdiction are
unfair pressure would be put on other
sections luui, live, six, icn, cicvcii, uu
organizations to follow the Senate's twelve of Article IV of the constitu
example and not get the campus tion (to be found in the Scot's Key).
"blacklisted."
These sections deal with theft of col
A motion was then introduced that
lege property, wanton destruction of
a poll be taken of the entire campus college property, water fights and the
and that the Senate follow the opinion moving about of furniture.
of the majority vote in deciding its
For their indiscretion in publishing
policy on Senate dances.
The mo
the Student Directory, the two editors
vote.
tion was tabled by a
were forbidden to represent the Col
It was at this point that Dave Clyde
activities
lege in any
made the motion that the Senate at
for the remainder of the year, "extra
tempt to get AFM bands for its large
curricular activities" to include intra
dances and use its own discretion for
mural sports.
others, making no attempt to set campus policy. The motion was carried ' The chairman introduced Miss Dor
by a unanimous vote, and the meeting othy Mateer as the
faculty representative to the SFRC.
adjourned at 10:50.
.
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Helen Craig In Sophocles' Modernized 'Antigone'
Brings Professional Theatre Treat To Wooster

Junior Prom Open; Competent Cast
No Corsages For Supports Star
Saturday Dance

Ohio Y's Cover
Program Ideas
In Area Meeting
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Forty-fiv- e

The hilltop at Wooster must

be a fine place, for again it takes
more than the combine digits
of tw'cpersons to count the
number of new second and third

generation students. To be precise, 43 freshmen and two
" have followed their
d
forefathers to become
upper-classme-

n

full-fledge-

Scotsmen.
alumni secretary
and statistician extraordinary, reveals
that even such a figure as 45 new sons
of Wooster does not establish a record.
The high mark is held by the present
sophomores and juniors, who each
entered with 57 second and third
generation students. Today's seniors
in '46.
entered 45 tradition-keeper- s
to the
with
pride
McKee
points
Mr.

John

McK.ee,

,

Injuries To Benson

Postpone IISGA Session

y

d

Frosh Keep Scot Tradition In Family

By Dick Duke
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ZlsUcSayB--- HERE IS A BURNING ISSUE which we
strongly feel the student body, along with the
faculty and the administration, should seriously
consider. At the time of this writing it was impossible to make contact with any of the College
officials for a discussion of the matter, so some
of our remarks will be reserved for a later date,
and the content of this editorial is open to later
revision should new, perhaps extenuating, circumstances come to light. Rather than let the
matter grow cold, however, we wish to speak of

it now.
The College officials claim that they do not
wish to "censor." That sounds fine. The administration refuses to empower its review board to
would check all publications for objectionable
content before their appearance. But because
they will not accept this responsibility, following a pattern well established by innumerable
other schools, incidents constantly arise which
send off a distinct odor and cast a stigma over
the College.
We of the Voice are fond of the freedom we
enjoy. We do not want "censorship." But we
do feel that it would be the better part of wisdom for the publications committee to "be
available for advice on literary content" as their
rules now suggest. This body should not have
the power to determine editorial policy and
therefore would not be expected to take responsibility for it. We want to keep our freedom
and the responsibility that goes with it. Perhaps
a faculty advisor, however, might be able to
foresee consequences. This ounce of prevention,
this beforehand gesture, would make it unnecessary to lock the shed after the umpteenth horse
has been stolen.
The Student Directory incident, the news of
which up to the time of our deadline has been
so shrouded in mystery and clouded by shifts in
policy from the disciplining group, points up
the argument. It is about time that something
was done about a poor situation.

THE STUDENT SENATE has long

recog-

nized that it has no power to enforce a policy of
music on the campus. They made that
clear to their audience Tuesday night.
What is not so generally known, however, is
that if the Senate had set a definite policy favoring the American Federation of Musicians, the
administration would have supported its decision. Under such a policy, the administration
would have denied the use of any college hall
for a dance using
entertainment.
It is to the Senate's credit that it never seriously considered acting on this opportunity to
abuse its power. It could have done it, but it
wisely refused to forfeit its democratic principles and accept the administration's offer. This
decision was made before the last Senate meeting although the audience never knew It.
The audience showed an extreme sensitivity
even to the proposal that the Senate adopt an
exclusively AFM policy for its own dances. The
feeling seemed to be that the fear of public
opinion would make any section or club hesitate
before hiring a
band, because it
would be held responsible for getting the whole
all-unio-
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plunges into her work.

The job of creating the role of
Antigone is considered no easy one
and Miss Craig is a perfect Antigone
even wearing her own winter coat.
That winter coat was a necessity during her first days of rehearsal on
Photo by Ted Cook

Taylor Hall's newest
sysacquisition, the
was
summer,
winter
not
to
tem,
geared
temperatures. With the stage more
campus

since

air-conditioni-

crowns
last year's Sadie Hawkins' Day monarch
Archie Thompson
Blackwood,
Mac
Bill
as
Taylor,
Nancy
Rowley,
of
Dogpatch
King
Sysma
and Bob Bannister look on,
v

ng

than just a little drafty, the cast had
the burden of attempting to keep
warm as well as transforming themselves into classical, living beings.
Miss Craig is thoroughly

Alumna Blanshard Emphasizes
Laxity of Voters Everywhere

Women.

went on to discuss the show. "It is
The president of the Ohio League
exactly the right length since it is not
of Women Voters chose the topic,
a play in which the actors can relax
"Politics Is Our Business" for her
and enjoy themselves. It' is hard on Election Day talk. The laxity of all
the performers and the audience, and voters was emphasized by Mrs. Blanif it were any longer both would shard as she declared that of ten
persons of voting age two will not regbe totally exhausted."
ister. Of every ten registered voters
She loves the role of Antigone, and three never vote; two more vote only
is perfectly satisfied with the cast
in exciting elections and of the rechoices. She is especially glad that maining three, two vole strictly along
Ismene is "pink and white"; the last
party lines and one votes indetime she worked in the show, the di- pendently.
rector cast a woman darker than Miss
"Many persons think that the govCraig to do the role and the opporernment will just muddle along
tunity for contrast was lost and the
whether or not we take an interest in
lines had to be changed as well.
national affairs," the attractive Wooster alumna stated, "but opposing
governmental systems just don't mud--

- - -
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SO MANY CHILDREN
Did you ever hear of the sad, sad tale of
Mrs. Kenarden and her 600 boarders? (Approximately 600 that is there wasn't anyone in the
"Ad" building to give the official number!) The
story goes that she had so much trouble with
her little "responsibilities" that she didn't know
what to do. As you remember, there was once
an old woman who lived in a shoe she had so
many children she didn't know what to do! The -big difference between this old lady and old
Lady Kenarden is that old Lady Kenarden had
enough money to do about $5,000 worth of repairs on her home last summer, but the other
old lady didn't even have enough to buy a pair
of shoe strings.
There are some points of similarity. The
old lady in the shoe fed her children broth
what more can be said? For every little thing
her children did she whipped them soundly. Accordingly, Mrs. Kenarden's children receive
their punishment, but she passes the buck on .
to her close relative, Ironarm Galpin. However,
Mrs. Kenarden decided against this procedure
last week, and sent her
"
to another relative, Hashansoup Foodservicedept.
Her problem came about when just a few of
her boarders threw food in her new dining
room. It made such a mess that she was just
beside herself as to know what to do so, to
Hashansoup Foodservicedept she went. Hashansoup decided that because a few didn't know
how to behave, the whole 600 could go without
breakfast next morning. The following hourly
account shows the result:
1st hour: 189 fainted 10 went to Hygeia
2nd hour: 235 fainted 15 went to Hygeia
Chapel: Hygeia was jammed
3rd hour: 59 had cramps 47 fainted
4th hour: the rest got panicky wondering if
they were going to get any lunch.
Hygeia diagnosed: emptyitis of the stomach
due to lack of food. It's a sad story, but the surprising thing is that the "boarders" did not rebel
or kick against proper authorities. Mrs. Kenarden did not have to call on Ironarm Galpin or
Hashansoup Foodservicedept for help. It is a
sad tale that so many were sickish and sad and
let a thing go by like that, especially when Mrs.
Kenarden always listens to constructive criticism.
George Spelvin
l
"child-problems-

pleased

"Students and persons in their
with Wooster. Her own comment is
early twenties have the lowest perthat "the charming architecture is sur- centage of active voters," stated Mrs.
passed only by the friendliness of Werner J. Blanshard in her address to
everyone I've met." Helen Craig then the American Association of University

die." Further emphasis for the necessity of active voter participation was
made by an account of the "democratic dictatorship" present in China
now under the communist regime.
Here democratic form is used with
coercive methods such as a printed
statement on the ballot that, any per
sons not voting for the proper candidates will be reported as reactionary.

To emphasize the importance of
voting to women Mrs. Blanshard re
lated the early trials of women who
sought the right to vote and the
subsequent development of the League
of Women Voters with its three-folpurpose: education, participation, and
legislation.
,

d

After stressing the importance of
educated and intelligent voters and
the present laxity, the speaker was
able to forcefully conclude her adMUSKINGUM IS SORRY
dress by stating "Politics is our
Bruce Love, President, Student Senate:As President of the Student Council of Muskingum,
I want to apologize for the actions of a few of our
students after your Homecoming game on October 22.
I know that President Montgomery has written your
administration about the matter, but our Council feels
by M. A. Early
that we owe your student body an apology for such
There is a tide in the affairs of men . . . there is indeed a tide . . . there actions. Our student body as a whole does not condone
such actions as were represented by a few of our students.
we have no stabilized
is almost a tidal wave threatening to engulf us
Also, we should appreciate being permitted to bear the
or recognized policy of content of published material, but we have an iron cost of replacing
the goal posts and pennants as an inhand to nail us to the cross when we err . . . It is all very well to have free- dication of our desire to maintain a friendly relationship
dom
freedom of the press and government and speech, yet when that between Muskingum and Wooster.
It is our earnest hope and desire that we will not
freedom may be cast off at any moment, who is to know what he can think
have any
of this kind of misdirected school
let alone say?
spirit from our student body. I see no reason why the
. About two weeks past, there was celebrated nationally a week . . . Freedom
student bodies of Muskingum and Wooster cannot work
of the Press Week . . . nuff said . . . Why is it that whenever a situation together as effectively as we did while we were in Illinois
arises, therules are made to fit? . . . granted that it would be impossible to this summer.
Sincerely yours,
have a code of law set down to cover every exigency which might occur.
John Jardine, President
It is understood that some things which do come up are beyond the
Student Council
pale of even good taste, let alone good judgement . . . this has been proven
OUR POINT IS THIS
time and time again and demonstrated rather forcefully quite recently . . .
We have one point to put across to the Food Service
it is not that sort of detail to which reference is being made
it is to the Department! We offer it as a thought to let those who
over-al- l
policy which we would look . . . our column to the left has the plan the meals of our college ponder over.
In order to have a winning football team, every angle
constructive suggestion
it is to be hoped that in the days to come, we
be well planned and thought out. Nourishment of
must
""
will receive many ideas and plans relevant and usaole.
the body is one of the most important "angles" to think
ONIONS AND ORCHIDS DEPARTMENT: Orchids to C. F. Metzler for about. Our point is this: How can the football team go
his derring-dlast Tuesday . . . What with D. D. T. and the City sewer traps out and practice for two and a half hours, put all they
he did a magnificent job in ridding the departmental office of that mouse . . . have into the practice, when they have had the nourishment that the lunches at Kenarden have offered this
Onions to the little boys who lifted the centerpiece jugs from Kenarden
week? It is impossible for them to do their utmost under
table decorations . . . did youse guys know that Miss Haines paid for those these conditions! For those of us
who just have classes
jugs out of her own money?
to heap coals of fire and take temptation out in the afternoon we can get by. But the boys on the
of your little ways, she is going to buy some more to sell to you . . . cost will football team cannot!
Faithful Backers of the Wooster Scots
be 25 pennies each, i
-

1

Sound and fyutof

...

non-unio- n

campus "blacklisted." To make it clear that the
Senate was not trying to imply any restrictions
on the freedom of the clubs and sections to
make their own choices in dance bands, a clause
was inserted in the Senate's decision to the effect
that except for its major dances, the Senate itself would "use its own discretion' in hiring
bands. The exception was made in the case of
large dances because the Senate was aware of
its responsibility to get the best possible music
for the students' money. Among big bands this
necessarily implies union affiliation.
So the campus clubs and sections have their
freedom of choice. Essentially and ironically
they have the freedom of doing two things: first,
they are free to hire whatever kind of music they
want and second, they are free, as is the Senate,
to get the campus blacklisted.

As Olliors Say

by M. A. Early
All the warmth and vitality of a
genuine personality is evidenced in
the unaffected way in which Helen
Craig kicks off her high heels, slips
into her ballet rehearsal shoes and

n

non-unio- n

Crowning of King Very 'Sysmatic

...

...
--

Courteay Wooater

Daily Record

Craig is of the opinion that
college and university drama is at
least ten years ahead of the Broadway
theatre, particularly in the realm of
experimental productions. She is interested in and excited by the opportunity afforded young actors, directors, technicians and critics by their
work in undergraduate and graduate
theatres and shex feels strongly that
this type of production may be the
saving of the fabulous invalid called
Broadway and may even effect the
Miss

cure.

enough,

Helen

Craig

came to Wooster "scared to death that
the cast and the campus would not
like her or think her capable" of

--

jl

...

o

...

WHY

DONT THEY?

. .

. How about the band working up a routine

...

the Orchids went
doing her exacting role of Antigone. to Every Little Movement (Has a Meaning All Its Own)
for
e
out
the
.
.
.
Routine
seventy-threand thirty.
The irony is best pointed up by the
erratic and worried movements of that
cast last Saturday morning. It is hard
to imagine a more concerned crew
trying harder not to show it: they
were equally afraid that Miss Craig
might not like them or think them
capable. In these subsequent days of
rehearsal and performance, the mutual
liking, respect and admiration has
proven how unfounded were all the
.'
frettings.
Hop-Scotc-

On the subject of stage fright, Miss
Craig said that the more experienced
an actor becomes, the worse case of
jumpy nerves he endures before a
performance. She attributes this to

h

rn

1

-

--

p-

the added responsibility and more ac
complished performance expected of
the seasoned thespian. -

Cream and Sugar!

fx

Seems Like More Than Fifty Years

...

glimpse of the past
Rules and regulations! Modern
gripe about
them; some even strike. But, if the written record is
correct, 50 years ago the men and women approved and
"applauded" their regulations.
"Must be lenient," you say. Well, judge for yourself. (For skeptical and otherwise disbelieving souls the
following account may be verified by referring to the
September 30 issue of the 1899 Voice.)
"President Holden consulted the young ladies of
Hoover Cottage (where (the entire feminine population was housed at that time) Monday evening about
their wishes in regard to calling night: their frequency and length. Then Tuesday morning the
boys were detained after chapel while the President
announced the results obtained in the presence of an
attentive audience.
"They (the Hooverites) had unanimously agreed upon
two evenings a week. They thought two evenings quite
sufficient. More than two would be undesirable." The
two evenings decided upon were Tuesday evening from
7:30 to 9iD0 p.m. and Saturday from 7:00 to 8:30 p.m.
"The President asked the young ladies if they cared for
longer time, and they answered with an emphatic No!
"The time of a particular young Jady is not to be
utilized by one and the same individual for an entire
week or series of weeks. However, the President believes in occasional calls. The young ladies desire to
be relieved of their usual escort going to fraternity
meetings. They will hereafter go in a body.
"In regard to theaters, men should not ask young
women to accompany them. Men are liable to be made
ashamed of being present at such places. There is no
excuse for one who does not know their character."
A

co-ed-

,

Friday speaker Dr. Bernard
Clausen, Euclid Baptist Church,
Cleveland, Ohio
Tuesday speaker W. W. Bower
Philosophy department
Wednesday

ces

.

Helen Craig

Ironically

re-occurren-

speaker Mr. Douglas

Fornan
"Hey

you can't smoke

in the LIBRARY!"

s
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THE CHUCKWAGON

Srpnil Sbus Baud,
Carry Lost For Uillonbrrj Tilt
Injury-Biddc- n

with Chuck WUliami f
Some of you may recall that in my last column I tried to put a fire
under the student body in order to get them behind our team after two
disappointing
of football.
This past Saturday saw the Scots take a terrific trouncing at the hands
Ksxslvr
st vrtnrr 1VIUVII7V g t,,AO rrt TK
r( am DUVIIg
t t - Lviiml r(
Am w iviltit, enlan
1UIUI - lilir
oiuutlll UUUJ - miict
ul lot down in that they had kept their part of the bargain while the football
players in a respect had let them down. This is far from being so, for if it
hadn't been for a number of unseen incidents the Scots might have given
the Princes a run for their money.
Mental attitude played a very important part in this contest as it
has in the last four or five games Wooster has played. The Scots definitely
were not "up" while Heidelberg, smarting from the defeat handed them
by Muskingum earlier in the year, wanted to beat us worse than the
Muskies had, in order to make a better impression. They did to the tune
week-end- s

I-Tl-

l-v-

fl1

59--

I

I
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-
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r
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-
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by John Bergen
A rejuvenated Ohio Conference football team last Saturday
came very close to upsetting Denison Although Wittenberg '.led
Denison
at halftime, the Big Red came blazing back to edge
their inspired opponents 13-The game was hard-fougand
the outcome was quite surprising.
--

7-- 0

7.

I

Wittenberg had been bounced
around for the first four Saturdays beAfter
fore they found themselves.
losing to Hillsdale 206, Slippery Rock
and Ohio
Ohio Wesleyan 65-Marietta
whipped
Northern
they
27-and pounded Capital
19--

32-1-

-

game.

In regard to injuries, it is shown just how much they wrecked havoc
with our squad. Most of them were reoccurrences of old injuries! Jim
Kennedy carried the ball only three times before being taken from the
game with some pulled leg muscles; Shaw
his heel; Dave Dowd
Photo by Ted Cook
developed a bad charleyhorse; Ed Hughes received a side injury and John
A pass thrown by Jess Malinowski barely misses the outstretched finger
Lykos and Bud Twitchell saw stars while either blocking a man or blocktips of end Price Daw early in the first period of action against the Heideling a punt The most significant thing about all these injuries was that
berg Princes.
nviiirMl in tti first nnirrAr
Coach Shipe realizing he wouldn't have a regular left if things kept up,
yanked all his injured men and the Scots plowed through the rest of the
game with second stringers. These men did a commendable job but were
no match for the
Heidelberg team. A great deal of credit must
59-- 0
be given the entire line and such backfield men as Jack Dorricott, Rube
A battered" team from Wooster entered Columbian Stadium
Shaffer and Bob Davies for their fine fill-ijobs.
in
Tiffin last Saturday afternoon; a few hours later they left-br- oken
It was just one of those days when the Scots didn't have it. Heidelberg
was fast,
physically and mentally after absorbing a resounding
and clean. They have a good ball club, so there can
be nothing said against them in that respect. We'll just have to chalk it 59-- defeat from the hands ot Heidelberg College.
up to experience and hope that in the coming weeks the squad doesn't
From the opening kickoff to the Wooster ran a series of plays and
do an
after their opponents score one or two touchdowns on them. final gun the Scots were like so much
Ziemke went into punt formation on
This appears to be the biggest of faults up to now.
putty for the opposition. Injuries were fourth down on the Scot 30. His kick
numerous for the Scots before a large was blocked by the center of the
Dads'. Day crowd; but the humiliation Heidelberg line. Wayne Riley picked
was even greater. The Scots knew in up the rolling ball on the Scot 28
their own minds that they weren't as and ran into the endzone for six
bad as they appeared, and they fought points; Slemmer split the uprights
gallantly and tried to forget their with his kick.
Great things took place this week
pains, but there was no hope.
Heidelberg 40, Wooster 0
in the intramural leagues as the end in the aerial department in that
Wooster took the kickoff and went
Bob Davies did a commendably
of the season looms in the not too league.
Rusty Roush continues to set an good job for ailing Sam Curry at to the Scot 45 until they were forced
distant future.
unrelenting
and almost impossible quarterback. Jim Kennedy saw little to punt. Beaber received a handoff on
In the Kenarden loop's top tilt of
as
pace
he
completed
three more TD action due to the pulled muscles in his own 32, broke through the center,
the second half, league leaders from
tosses
boost
to
his
total to 34. Don both of his legs. Those who didn't and raced 68 yards for another score,
Seventh played the second place Fifth
Sillars
of the Kappa Phis has whipped have injuries at the start met the hard The try for the extra point was low.
section squad to a
tie last Friday
second. charging Student Princes and received The teams battled back and forth
afternoon. The tie marked only the 15 to bring up a
their blows. Captain John Allen bit for the remaining 12 minutes of the
second blemish on the leader's recLeagues
the dust during one play and got up third quarter.
ord, the first being a scoreless tie with
Kenarden
Independent
Heidelberg 46, Wooster 0
some of his bite.
minus,
Second.
VII 6 0 2
8
Phi Delts
Midway
in the final period the Stu
In the Trolley league, Douglass V
John Cipriano and Lorin Beaber dent Princes
6 2 1
7 1 1
VIII
once again came down
First held Eighth to a
tie in a III 4 4 2
Kappa Phi 4 4 0 did most of the scoring for the Princes. to hammer at the Wooster goal line,
r
contest toJtPOcjLthe
offense was effective
II 3 4 1
3 5 0 The Heidelberg
IX
JT
"'jfe ea" VI 3 4 2 Douglass III 3 5 1 for many long gains due to the run- The door was opened when Carl Fink
out of a
tossed a short pass from the ten to
ership with the Phi 1
The Phi IV 2 5 2
3 5 2 ning of Ray Baker.
Douglass I
Paul Phipps who fell into the end- Delts maintained their lead Monday
2 a 0
I
Douglass II 1 8 0
zone. The conversion by 'Slemmer was
Is
TJ).
52
First
Yard
Run
by taking Douglass First over the
Heidelberg gained eight yards in good. A fumble on the Scot 24 set
coals.
Reed Barnard of Third leads the
The decisive game in this
two
.plays after the kickoff, then up the final score for Heidelberg.
league comes on Nov. 21 when the receivers in the Kenarden gang with
Three plays later Rogers threw to
Phi Delts meet Eighth.
nine catches in the end zone to his Beaber carried the ball around his
own right end and ran 52 yards for Butdorf over the zero line of Woos
Still leading the pass pitchers in credit Fid Crowe of Sixth, Ed Amos
the first of nine Prince scores. Chuck ter. Final score again 59-the senior circuit is Tom Fletcher of of Fifth, and Woody Achauer of SecSlemmer added the extra point.
position all
Third who has heaved a total of 15. ond keep the runner-uWooster received the ball and
Stan Wilson of Seventh follows with tied up with six apiece.
12 and Jim Minium of Fourth with
Stan Tuttle of Douglass First, Paul marched to the Prince four where the
nine. Both these fellows have also Miller of the Kappa Phis, and Joel Scots had a first down., After failing
run one across. Herbie Benson of Davis of Eighth are all tied up for to gain on two ground plays Wooster
Fifth has thrown eight while running the lead in the junior tourney with threw a short pass that was intercepted
by Mannie Rogers on the Heidelberg
two across, to complete the Big Four nine each.
goal. Rogers found some blockers and
brought the ball to the Wooster nine.
Cipriano carried the pig skin into the
endzone via his left end. The convex
re-injur- ed

V

Heidelberg Princes Down Scots,
Crown Them With Royal Defeat

steam-rollin- g

n

hard-hittin-

g

0

.

el-folde- rol

in the habit of producing losing
teams, and his new charges are beginning to help him to retain this enviable position.
Coach Shields' twenty-yea- r
coaching
record backs up the statement that he
often wins and seldom loses, for in 169
games his teams have lost only 28. At
Hamtramck High School in Detroit
his teams once had a victory skein of
67 straight, one tie being sandwiched
series.
in with these wins.
injury-riddle-

1--

7.

by Betty Evans

lead.

short-live- d

Backs Are Fast and Light

The quarterback chores have been

terman John Dadominici.

The half

back posts on offense are held down
by George Winkhause and Bob Bram-me- r,
both 5 feet 9 inches tall and in
the 150 pound class.

e

The Lutherans apply to a large extent the two platoon system. Their
defensive line has shown well recently,
especially in breaking up passes. Bill
Heath, a senior end, and Armin
205 pound tackle, each play well
on either offense or defense. They
are just two of the harder working
linemen which will see plenty of ac
tion against Wooster.

lat-te-

y

Rei-se-

be completed by November 30.
On Dad's Day morning the Hockey
Club will entertain a team from Ober-liThe news of outside competition
ought to bring out more players to the
practices on Monday and Wednesday
afternoons.
On Friday, November 11, the WAA
is sponsoring the Country Dance Council from Canton. These professional
callers and square dancers will conduct
two hours of country and round dancing and will offer instruction. Everyone
is invited to come to the gym at 8 pan.
The WAA Board is very happy to
announce that the WAA Cabin has
been completely cleaned and refur
nished. The Cronin China Co. donated
all the china. Biggest addition was ten
sleeping bags. If you want to take advantage of the "new" Cabin, get a
n.

passed around among several players,
including two sophomores and let- -

19-1- 9

two-wa-

11

back this year. A senior now, he was
Three cheers for the splendid turna leading ground-gaine- r
last year, out for volleyball! The lists of the
Browne was the man who crossed the teams have been turned in and the
Denison goal to give his team that tournament will begin next week and

10

d

Dance Nov.

pounds, has been carrying the

brunt of the offensive duties as full

6-- 6

thrill-packe-

WAA Cabin Open;

45-ma-

195

d

The combination of Wittenberg's
improvement on the gridiron and
Wooster's recent reversal of form probably sends Wooster into the coming
game the underdog. 'Wooster's success depends largely upon the healing
of the host of injuries received during
the past two weeks.

A Much Improved Team
By winning two games thus far in
1949, Wittenberg has improved upon
last year's 7 record. Wooster handed
the Fighting Lutherans their worst defeat in 1948, 31-That game will
give Wittenberg added incentive for
staying at their newly attained peak.
Wittenberg has 20 lettermen and
n
several fine sophomores on a
squad. Dick Browne, 5 feet 11 inches,

Seventh Continues Undefeated;
Phi Dells Oust Eighth From Lead

none-too-clos-

1940

Coach Hal Shields,
Wittenberg's
new coach, is taking over at a school
which has not fared very well in football since winning the Ohio Confer
ence championship in 1940. Coach
Shields is a man who is definitely not

line-up-

Vr

12-- 7

3.

Won Conference Title. In

was the fact

t1-i-

0,

7

Another thing which furthered Wooster's dilemma' this past Saturday
that they were unnerved even before the game started. In a
preliminary doctor's examination, Sam Curry was found to be suffering from
a bad leg and would not be allowed to play for any length of time. This
.
caused Coach Shipe to revise his whole backfield
He started out with
his second string backfield and first string line.
Then real catastrophy hit the Scot squad. Old Man Injury romped on
to the field and just about carried off all of our first stringers. This, coupled
with two breaks Heidelberg capitalized on to make two quick TD.'s, completely demoralized the Scots and put them in a stupor for the rest of the

The two teams first clashed
in 1912 and Wooster won 120. Woos
ter won the next two seasons before
being tied 12 12 in 1915. After two
more Scot victories, Wittenberg won
in 1936. The Scots now have
three victories in a row (1941, 1942,
and 1948). Thus the record stands
eight wins for Wooster, one win for
Wittenberg, and one tie.
Saturday's game should break up a
tie between the two teams in conference standings. Both teams have
won two and lost two, and both have
been well outscored by their oppon
ents. Wooster also has a tie which
still leaves them in the same percentage rank with Wittenberg.
Hope To Gain In Series
This will be Wittenberg's last crack
this year at an Ohio Conference team.
So they will be hoping to catch the
Scots napping in order
to pass the .500 mark in the standings
and to gain on the Scots in the rivalry

schools.

0,

0,

6--

0.

ht

n,

Wooster has a decided edge In the givsufs ivgvuivi
all-tim-

0.
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two Johnston.

rivalry between the
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Busack's Absence Mourned As
Five Lettermen Return To Cage
familiar echo rang through the
rafters of Severance Gym a week ago
Tuesday evening as Coach Mose Hole
sent his aspirants through their first
cage drill in preparation for the coming basketball season.
There was a total of 15 hopefuls
who appeared on the hardwood for
this initial drill. The group included
four lettermen, four reserves, two
members from the Frosh squad, and
other players who had no previous
varsity experience.
As things stand now, Mose has a
nucleus of Milligan, Weckesser, Edwards and Mortland with .which to
work. Coach Hole's biggest problem is
to fill the gap left by" Miny Busack.
His dependable playing ability made
him a real asset to the squad. Dick
Bird and Jerry Talkington have the
inside track to this position, but they
must beat out such .men as Tom
McCutchin, Reed Barnard and other
sophomores for the job.
Shaw Captain for This Year
Earl Shaw, this year's captain and
Mose's prize package, is still on the
gridiron, as are several other mem
ben who will make it rough on men
already practicing. The most outstand
ine men to come out after Thanks
giving will be Price Daw and Bob
Davies. Daw was a reserve from last
year's iquad and Davies graduates
A

PLAID
TIES
Botany wool
1.50

MISTER
Clothes

Mi

Heidelberg 20, Wooster 0
The second quarter began with a
Heidelberg punt to Price Daw on the
Wooster 34. Jess Malinowski picked up
a first down to the Scot 46. Once again
the Scot offense was stopped and
Ziemke punted. Beaber carried the
ball to the Wooster 35 from his own
21 in two plays. Heidelberg then tried
a triple reverse and Cipriano ended in
the endzone after being hit twice on
his journey. Slemmer converted.

&

Marx

and Wooster had possession on their
20. A pass was intercepted by Gene
Sanders; he returned to the Wooster
three. Baker scored on an end run
around the right side of the Wooster
defense. John Lykos blocked the try
for the extra point with his face.
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The pigskin changed hands twice

wrinkle-proo- f

Hart Schaffner

After three plays proved unsuccess
ful Ed Ziemke punted for the Scots
to the Heidelberg 40. The Princes also
were stopped and Ed Palmer kicked
to Roy Ober who carried four yards
to the Wooster 17. Bob Shafer fumbled
the ball on the first play and John
McKenna recovered for Heidelberg on
the Scot 16. Cipriano went for six
points through the center of the line.
Slemmer's kick was good. The first
quarter ended with the Princes own
ing 20 points.
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Travel Bargain

sion was wide.

from the Frosh team.
These first practices are getting
the fellows into condition and get
ting them acquainted with the ball
and hoops again. With the first game
less than a month off, Mose will push
them hard in order to find a starting
combination which will show itself
well against all opposition.
The new look has been added in the
gym. People sitting behind the banking boards will be1 able to see the
ball swish through the
rims thanks to the glass banking
boards that now give the gym that
Madison Square Garden look.
orange-colore-

Capital's Sensational

a.m. Only 50 minutes
$3.98, 2 hrs. 40 minj

Or,

n

U Atnuuns

S tartar Hotels
FOR RESERVED SEAT TICKETS: CUvelaMl
PHONE: ORdmrd 1621 er your travel ogwrt

1

. .$5"

r
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Employs
Grcsli Approach In ISP Play
bnlrc-In-TIis-Eloun-

'Anligone'

--

il

(Continued from page 1)
tense atmosphere of "Antigone" with
his interpretation of the tough but
by Gordon Wagner
frightened guard. How he sustained his
study
independent
education
brand
of
adventure
in
throughas
an
started
It
the
out
an unremain
will
production
for Marilyn Geib, and is ending up on Taylor Hall stage. And
ceasing wonder. Dan Campbell and
A V
A 41V- - AWkUAM
9VJ Will Jul
V
V"
Val Frederick " are" Impressive - as - the
9,
will
for
this
be
where
Friday, December
other two guards, especially in the
the audience (about 80 people) sits on the stage in a circle sombre, wordless scene in which Antigone is led off to her death in a
around the actors.
walled-icave.
Greeks,
the
new
to
was
nothing
It
rebut for us it will be, having only
Eugene Batza, new to the Wooster
cently enjoyed a revival in the United
stage, played the part of the messenger
However, this won't be a
States.
who brings the word of the death of
Greek Play that would be too easy.
Antigone and Haemon. He has an
Instead, "Lyn" Geib has adapted
excellent stage voice and he kept the
David Bellasco's realistic stage play to
audience deeply interested in the tragfit her purpose.
Vivacious, thoughfurand extremely ic message he presented.
There will be few properties and no gracious are adjectives given by Dean
Setting Exactly Right
stage settings to create impressions.
Notable, too, was the simple, exactly
William Taeusch to describe Mrs.
With audience and cast so close toright stage setting. The lighting digether, facial expressions, small man- Frances Payne Bolton, congresswoman rector Web Lewis, who knows his
nerisms, and tonal inflections will from Ohio. She will speak on campus business, has an opportunity in this
convey personality. The theatre-goe- r
under the auspices of the Women's production to display his ability in the
is a close spectator, or perhaps a silent
Association at 8 p.m. realm of lighting effects.
participant, instead of a distant and
All in all, it was a highly rewarding
in the chapel Tuesday.
observer.
impartial
evening. Sincere thanks are due Miss
Mrs. Bolton, a humanitarian, estab- Craig for bringing such good theatre
Taking the part of Peter Grimm, a
deceased man who returns to see what lished the school of nursing in Cleve- to Wooster. Our own Mr. Craig comes
he can correct in his past life, will be land which bears her name. She has in for our thanks for bringing such
excellent plays to the campus this
Bill McGraw. Art Angilly has been
also been responsible for the cadet
season,
and especially for presenting
left the old man's money and business,
nursing
legislature
in
Congress.
the
current treat.
and is interested in his ward, Mary
Limbach. But with the
wisdom of the deceased, Peter Grimm
realizes that Art isn't the man for
Mary, and tries to tell her. Meanyour alarm won't ring
while, she and Dick Oberlin are more
we have just the thing"
genuinely interested in each other.
What are Martin Polen, Dick Moat,
Bob Holmes, James Schreiber, Ruth
EXPERT CLOCK AND
REPAIR
Homrighausen, Nancy Fischer, and
Web Lewis interested in? See you on
stage December eighth or ninth!
pseudo-Brooklynes-

.

George Lohm
Jeweler
221 E. Liberty St.

Phone

FOR THE FESTIVE FALL SEASON

TURKEY

Wooiter, O.
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theatre-in-the-roun-

Thursday, November 10. 1949
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DOnilAIERS
"SHOE REPAIR SHOP

IDEAL DAIRY

Quality Repairing
215 East Liberty Street

133

N. Bever

n

Dean Acclaims
Tuesday Speaker
As 'Vivaciatis'

Self-governme-

new-foun-

BE "WEATHER WISE"
Choose Now From the Best of

SWEATERS

nt

d

"If

At Prices You Can Afford

Tvvh

i i'iiiil

Pullovers

-

Button Type

Sleeveless

Brenner Bros
Quality Clothes for Men and Boys

WATCH

CELEBRATING OUR 65TH

THE JEWEL BOX

Public Square

Phone 1823

Since
1884

Cotes Catalyze
Informal French

ii

songs.'

FOR A FIGURE EXQUISITE,

.Mi

SPECIALS

VcMuAxi

Every department will offer money-savin- g
specials during our birthday
event
NOV. 3rd THRU NOV. 12th

CORSET SHOP
AMERICAN HOTEL

PHONE

CAMERA SHOP
OFFERS YOU THE FINEST

TrumanPfoposes

IN CHRISTMAS GREETING

HealthBill
-
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for County

SELECT NOW FROM OUR
LARGE VARIETY:
Money
holding wallet type
fa
Humorous
Neighbors

lExpositionHaj

2,220 To Compete

Many Displays

In Kansas

Relays

In Engineering

,

.
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Never in our 65 years have assortments
been so large . . . Our stock rooms are bulging
with the most of the best.
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OUR GUARANTEE

DAILY RECORD FOR COMPLETE LIST
OF ANNIVERSARY SAVINGS.

of Satisfactory Service

FREEDLANDER'S

you will find a long list of known makes.
High Quality merchandise in which you have
learned to have confidence.
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THURS. FRI. SAT. NOV.

10-11--
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Relatives
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OR

Sweetheart
Vkf Sympathy
if Religious
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PHOTOGRAPH CHRISTMAS
CARDS MADE FROM
YOUR FAVORITE NEGATIVE

AT

SNYDER'S

WOOSTER
THEATRE

Meeting the gang to discuss a
quiz a date with the campus

FRI. - SAT.

or just killing time
tween classes
the
queen

"TULSA"

SUN. - MON.

r

-

Inn at the University of

-

Kansas

at Lawrence, Kansas is
Dine-A-Mi-

"OH, YOU

off-camp-

te

us

haunts everywhere, a frosty
bottle of Coca-Col- a
is always
on hand for the pause that re

BEAUTIFUL DOLL"
In Technicolor

freshes

WED. - THUR.
Kathryn Grayson

Coke belongs.

j

Ask or it either way
trade-mar- ks

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE

"THAT MIDNIGHT
KISS"

WW

one of the favorite places for a
rendezvous. At the
Inn, as in all college

TUES.

In Technicolor

be-

Dine-A-Mi- te

and

"STAMPEDE"

Inm

Dine-A-M- it

Laurence, Kan.

THE
1949,

COCA-COL- A

The

Coca-Col- a

COCA-COL-

A

. . . both

mean the same thing.
COMPANY

BY

BOTTLING COMPANY OF WOOSTER, O.
Company

.

...

Open Every Day Except JWednesday

SNYDER'S

Our 65th Birthday .
but, you get the cake

Look first at FREEDLANDER'S for
nationally known merchandise you favor
standing back of

Counter Cards
WATCH WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

and 12

FAMOUS BRANDS

Look for Anniversary

383-- W
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CAKE DAYS

PAY US A VISIT!

t.

CARDS

iir'

SATURDAY, NOV.

"Je veux une coke." "Moi, aussi."
Don't be surprised if you hear this
sort of jargon at the Union on Thursday from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.
It's L'heure F r a n c a i s , for students who gather for an hour of informal French conversation with Miss
Frances Guille, Miss Pauline Ihrig,
and Miss Lucrette Rollette.
"Here is really an opportunity for
Wooster students," Miss Guille points
out. "Even in Paris it is not easy to
find a congenial group with whom
to speak French," she says.
After talking, the group adjourns
to the music room where they listen
to French "disques" and sing French

iwiMiiaiiiiniiwi

Gray's Drug Store
"Values Galore in Another of Our Famous lc Sales"

y

